‘Régulation’ theory analyses the long-term transformation in capitalist economies and their consequences for growth patterns and cyclical adjustments. The degree of coherence of a specific configuration of the major institutional forms – monetary regime, wage-labour relation, form of competition, state–citizen institutionalized compromise and mode of support of the international regime – defines various accumulation regimes and ‘régulation’ modes. Over one century, several regimes have been observed along with a succession of changing patterns for the related structural crises. The demise of the post-Second World War Fordist regime has been associated with an uncertain process of institutional restructuring and the coexistence of various brands of capitalism.

Since the 1980s, the term ‘régulation’ has suggested state intervention in the name of economic management though its opposite, ‘dérégllement’, has been more widely used. In the area of economic policy and in accordance with Keynesian precepts, regulation indicates the adjustment of macroeconomic activity by means of budgetary or monetary contra-cyclical interventions. In the area of public management, a complete body of literature, under the name of regulation theory, has investigated the methods for organizing the decentralization of the supply of various public utilities.

This term is also used in physics and biology. In mechanics, a regulator is a means to stabilize the rotary speed of a machine. In biology, regulation corresponds to the reproduction of substances such as DNA. In general terms, the theory of systems involves the study of the role of a set of negative and positive feedback loops in relation to the stability of a complex network of interactions.

Here, a third and different, but not totally unrelated, meaning of the term will be developed. Theories of régulation constitute an area of research which has focused on analysing long-term transformations in capitalist economies. Initially, it focused on American and French capitalisms (Aglietta, 1982; Benassy, Boyer and Gelpi, 1979) but it was progressively extended first to major OECD economies (Mazier, Basle and Vidal, 1999) then to Latin American countries (Hausmann, 1981; Ominami, 1985) and ultimately Asian countries (Bertoldi, 1989; Boyer, 1994). A general presentation of the present state of the theory is to be found in Boyer and Saillard (2002) and a large sample of national case studies in Jessop (2001). Basically, the theory of régulation combines Marxian intuitions and Kaleckian macroeconomics with institutionalist and historicist studies, mobilizing most of the tools of modern economic analysis.

At a primary level, a form of régulation denotes any dynamic process of adaptation of production and social demand resulting from a conjunction of economic adjustments linked to a given configuration of social relations, forms of organization and productive structures (Boyer, 1990).

Most economic theories emphasize the general invariables of eminently abstract systems, in which history serves merely as a confirmation or, failing that, as a perturbation. Neoclassical theory studies the shift of a stable equilibrium after an external shock, Keynesian economists stress the role of effective demand and fine tuning whatever the context and the period. Even Marxists tend to extrapolate, as general laws, the quite specific evolutions observed in the early phases of capitalism. In contrast, the régulation approach seeks a broader interaction between history and theory, social structures, institutions and economic regularities (de Vroey, 1984).
The starting point is the hypothesis that accumulation has a central role and is the driving force of capitalist societies. This necessitates a clarification of factors that reduce or delay the conflicts and disequilibria inherent in the formation of capital, and which allow for an understanding of the possibility of periods of sustained growth (Boyer and Mistral, 1978). These factors are associated with particular regimes of accumulation, namely, the form of articulation between the dynamics of the productive system and social demand, the distribution of income between wages and profits on the one hand, and on the other hand the division between consumption and investment. It is then useful to explain the organizational principles which allow for mediation between such contradictions as the extension of productive capacity under the stimulus of competition on product markets, for labour and finance. The notion of institutional form – defined as a set of fundamental social relations (Aglietta, 1982) – enables the transition between constraints associated with an accumulation regime and collective strategies; between economic dynamics and individual behaviour. A small number of key institutional forms, which are the result of past social struggles and the imperatives of the material reproduction of society, frame and channel a multitude of partial strategies which are decentralized and limited in terms of their temporal horizon. Five main institutional forms do shape accumulation regimes.

The forms of competition describe by what mechanisms the compatibility of a set of decentralized decisions by firms and individuals is ensured. They are competitive while the ex post adjustment of prices and quantities ensures a balance; they are monopolist if the ex ante socialization of revenue is such that production and social demand evolve together (Lipietz, 1979). The type of monetary constraint explains the interrelations between credit and money creation: credit is narrowly limited in terms of movement of reserves when money is predominantly metallic; the causality is reversed when on the contrary the dynamics of credit conditions the money supply in systems where the external parity represents the only constraint weighing upon the national monetary system (Benassy, Boyer and Gelpi, 1979). The nature of institutionalized compromises defines different configurations of relations between the state and the economy (André and Delorme, 1983; Jessop, 1990): the state-as-referee when only general conditions of commercial exchange are guaranteed; as the interfering state when a network of régulation and budgetary interventions codifies the rights of different social groups. Modes of support for the international regime are also derived from a set of rules which organize relations between the nation state and the rest of the world in terms of commodity exchange, migration, capital movements and monetary settlements. History goes beyond the traditional contrast between an open and a closed economy, free trade and protectionism; it makes apparent a variety of configurations (Mistral, 1986; Lipietz, 1986a). Finally, forms of wage relations indicate different historical configurations of the relationship between capital and labour, that is, the organization of the means of production, the nature of the social division of labour and work techniques, type of employment and the system of determination of wages, and finally, workers’ way of life including the welfare state. If, in the first stages of industrialization, wage-earners are defined first of all as producers, during the second stage they are simultaneously producers and consumers.

At this point appears the notion of régulation, as a conjunction of mechanisms and principles of adjustment associated with a configuration of wage relations, competition, state interventions and hierarchization of the international economy. Finally, a distinction between ‘small’ and ‘big’ crises is called for (Boyer, 1990). The former, which are of a rather cyclical nature,
are the very expression of régulation in reaction to the recurrent imbalances of accumulation. The latter are of a structural nature: the very process of accumulation throws into doubt the stability of institutional forms and the régulation which sustains it because the profit does not recover by contrast with conventional business cycles.

Thus, in long-term dynamics as well as in short-term development, institutions are important. Historical research confirms that sometimes institutional forms make an impression on the system in operation; at other times they register major changes in direction. At the end of a period which can be counted in decades, the very mode of development – that is, the conjunction of the mode of régulation and the accumulation regime – is affected: there will be changes in the tendencies of long-term growth and eventually in inflation, specificities of cyclical processes (Mazier, Basle and Vidal, 1999).

So a periodization of advanced capitalist economies emerges which is not part of the traditional Marxist theory. Despite the rise in monopoly, the interwar period is still marked by competitive regulation. After the Second World War an accumulation regime without precedent is instituted – that of intensive accumulation centered on mass consumption (Bertrand, 1983) – known as Fordist and channelled through monopolist-type regulation.

In fact, the alteration in wage relations – in particular the transition to Fordism, that is, the synchronization of mass production and wage-earners’ access to the ‘American way of life’ – and in monetary management, that is, transition to internally accepted credit money – seems to have played a greater role than the change in modes of competition or conjunctural fine tuning à la Keynes (Aglietta, 1982; Aglietta and Orlean, 1982; Boyer, 1988).

Since the 1960s, many economies have been experiencing a big crisis without historical precedent: stagflation, absence of cumulative depression, breaking-down of most previous economic regularities, length of the period of technological and institutional restructuring (Boyer and Mistral, 1978; Lipietz, 1985). In consequence, it is logical that former economic policies lose their efficacy (Boyer, 1990). First, because the crisis is not cyclical but structural; this invalidates the policy of fine-tuning; second, because the structural changes which permitted the 1929 crisis to be overcome have become blocked and cannot be repeated (Lipietz, 1986a).

Since the formative years, the research programme has been developing both extensively and intensively. The collapse of the Soviet bloc economies has pointed to the need to investigate the necessary and sufficient institutions required for a viable capitalist economy (Emergo, 1995; Hollingsworth and Boyer, 1997): economic viability depends on the compatibility of a complete set of institutional forms. In the epoch of financialization (Aglietta, 1998), information and communication technologies diffusion (Boyer, 2004), rise of services (Petit, 1986) and strengthening of foreign competition (Lipietz, 1986a), no clear follower to Fordism has yet emerged and diffused. Nevertheless, since the mid-1970s a series of trials and errors concerning the reform of the monetary regime, the tax and welfare system, competition and wage relations has finally delineated a new institutional architecture, quite complex to analyse. Conversion, layering and recomposition of existing institutional forms have replaced the strong synchronization associated with major crises and world wars (Boyer, 2005b).

The large number of international comparisons has systematically exhibited the persisting diversity of various brands of capitalism. Within industrialized countries: market dominated, corporate-led, state governed and social democratic, with some possible sub-variants, do coexist (Amable, 2004). An equivalent but different variety is observed for Latin American countries (Quémia, 2001). Consequently, the financial crises experienced by
Mexico, Brazil and Argentina are quite different, even if they all point out the destabilizing role of global finance upon contrasted domestic accumulation regimes (Boyer and Neffa, 2004).

These numerous structural changes call for new directions for the research agenda of régulation theory. Can the concepts of complementarity, hierarchy, isomorphism and coevolution explain how various mixes of institutions can cohere and define a coherent accumulation regime (Boyer, 2005a; Socio-Economic Review, 2005)? What kind of political economy analysis can explain the emergence and restructuring of institutional forms, especially the choice of monetary regime, the configuration of the welfare state or the nature of insertion into the world economy (Palombarini, 1999)? How to analyse multilevel régulation modes, especially in order to understand the complex process of European integration (Boyer and Dehove, 2001)? Finally, is not the anthropogenetic model, based on the production of humankind by education, health care and culture, a possible follower of the Fordist regime (Boyer, 2004)?
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